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A monk asked Dong-shan: Is there a practice for people to follow? Dong-shan

answered: \X/hen you become a real person, there is such a practice (Snyder 1990'

I  85).
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clack. The clappers sound to begin the noonday meal for sesshin. Rows of black-

robed students sit cross-legged along the tan, facing out in meditation posture' Two

servers enter, carrying folded damp towels. They walk quickly to the back of the

zendo, bow ro the person at the e nd of the tan, and then race along the meal board,

wiping it down for eating. Bowing ro rhe last person, they leave, and the chanting

U.glni . . . Now I open Buddha tathagatas, eating bowls, may all be free from self-

clinging. The students unwrap their bowls, and in precise order, square the serving

lin.is, ,pre"d the lap napkins, and arrange their bowls, spoon, and chopsticks-

.u.ryon. following the same procedure. More servers arrive with gomasio in small

bowlr, on. per pair of students. The server bows, the eaters bow and accept the oFfer-

ing, they bow together again, go on to the next. Now the homages to Buddha begin:

Homage to Vairocana Buddha, pure Dharmakiya
Homage to Lochana Buddha, complete Sambhogakaya
Homage to Shakyamuni Buddha, myriad Nirmala-k-ya ' ' '

The head server brings the meal offerings to the altar and circles them above the

incense. The other servers arrive with matching pots of food-1h1ss dishes for three

bowls. Grain in the Buddha bowl, soup or vegetable in the middle bowl, salad in the

third bowl. Bowing to the servers, returning to the breath' keeping the eyes lowered,

stayingwith the breath. \fhen everyone is served, the koh4o srarts the meal chant.

The three virtues and six tastes of this meal are offered to Buddha and Sangha.

May all sentient beings in the universe be fully nourished. The students lift their

bowls above their heads in unison, following along with each choreographed ges-

rure, one mind in the zendo, arrenrion on pracrice, dropping off body and mind,
just bowing, just eating.

To a rr.*.t,-rdent, oriyoki meals are daunting in their complexiry and demands.

\fhy is it done this way? Does it really matter which way the chopsticks point? How
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can you remember all the little details? How can you meditate while you are trying
to perform this ornate ritual? Resistance reveals various aspecrs of the small com-
plaining self; the point of oriyoki is to go beyond rhe self and just sir. By havi'g a
prescribed form for eating, the student is freed from his or her own individual desisns
and prefere'ces. But such freedom does not come easily. oriyoki, like all Zen riiu-
als, is explained once i fat al l ;  the student is thenjust supposed ro practice, pracrice,
practice until it becomes second narurej not asking questions but just trying to do
it better and more fully each time. The point of the form is the trying, not the per-
fecting of it. Those who perfect the performance of the ritual usuall"y smell of the
stink of Zen, st i l l  exuding ego.

\fhat are the benefits ofsuch a highly choreographed ritual for eating? certainly
the practice cultivates mindful awareness; one musr pay attention to what one is
doing to avoid maki'g 'oise while eating, to follow all the signals, to keep up with
the group. The rigorous discipline is conducive to supporti'g Lazen straightthro,rgh
the meal. The streamlined flow of movements through the zendo reduces-distraction,
leaving one free ro concenrrare on the moment-ro-moment arising of phenomena. If
one merges wholeheartedlywith the process, the meal itself becomes a lesson rn co-
dependent arising. Cooks cookir-rg, servers serving, eaters eating-each acrivity
depending on the others. The individual student sees s/he is pari of an elaborate
group dance of guest ar.rd host, a small microcosm of the infinire universe of suest
and host.

Tiaditionally, zen rit,al is a training ground For intensive practice in giving up
the small ego-bound self. It is sometimes said that there are thie. .tag., oi tr"ir-,ir-rg,
Hearing with the Ear, Pondering in the Heart, and practice with the Bo,ty (Schloegl
1977). futual is practice with the body. It is the body that needs training to h.",
more than the urgent messages ro preserve itself, messages which have been well
honed over evolutionary epochs. Preferences and personal desires are often based or-r
what or.re's body likes or needs or wishes to auoij. Attaching to these likes and dis-
likes and the experiences that generare them solidilie, 

" 
,.lf-..,r,..ed view of the

world. Zer.r practice aims to break through this conditioning to enable the student
to gain a rrue view of the interpenerraring world in which all phenomena are depen-
dent on others and empty of a separate self.

The practice of specific forms in Zen ritral helps train the studer.rt to embody the
teachings directly. This allows the student to develop more fully than is possible with
only the thinking mind. Rituals presenr an opportunity to confront the limitatio's
of the mind and body and see into the nature of realiry. In addition to this primary
training function, Zen ritual helps take care of everyday life and promote healthy
sangha (communiry) through sharing the stabiliry and continuiry of traditior.ral prac-
tice forms. !7hile bowing and chanting, carrying out daily...,ri..., the communiry
of monastics and students participare in common forms which generare a culture of
the iarger body-familiar and supportive.

The practice of Zen is deeply steeped in ritual. There are the mini rituals of daily
life such as proper greetir.rg etiquette. Here o'e bows slightry in passing orhers or
receiving something, holding the palms pressed together in gassho, 

" 
g.r,u- acknowl-
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BECOMING A REAL PERSON

edging dualities of good and bad, self and other, absolute and relative-brought

.g.,h.t in the unioi of the hands (Loori 1996, 14)' Longer ceremonies follow cer-

tai"n prescribed forms, always including bowing., chanting, incense offering' and the

,ouniing of various instrumental signals. A roll down on the bell signals the begin-

ningof[oo, bows, a stopped bell tone signals the chant leader to begin. In general

therl is uery little talking or e*planation. Rhythms in time and space structure the

,ryI., of .".h lineage. Rinzai chanting tends to be.fast and vigorous, sola chanting

,lo* rnd more deliterate. \ghere and how one walks in the zendo marks the shape

of the ritual. silence underlies the sound and movement; the student returns to this

place ofstillness again and again across the ritual.. Posture is central to ceremony' as

it is to m.dit"tioi. Student, 
"r. 

.*p..t.d to hold their hand mudra properly, sit

upright while chanting, and bow with full attention. Instruction to new students is

rini-"I and often ends with "just follow the others' you'll get it.''
lvhat do these ritual forms have to do with activiry in the world? certainly some

oerceive these ritual forms as habit bound and empty, or alternatively, leftover cul-

iurrl b"gg"g. from the Japanese roots' Many students who come to Zen only want

to n'.dilit., not to bow, chant, or go through complex ceremonies' Zen teachers'

however, will point our rhar mastering the forms is excellent training for becoming

a real person. A real person might be defined as one whose heart is liberated from

the bo',ds of "I" so its inherelt *orth ."r-, flow freely and in full awafeness (Schloegl

lg77,g2). In practical rerms, the liberated person has learned to recognize, accept,

and bear with suffering, her own and others. This means s/he is more capable of

functioning effectively, with digniry and equanimiry under restrictions or adverse

circumst"n..s. Thus the ,."1 p.iso,-r is more available to help others as needed, to be

oresent  w i rh  loss ,  ro  re f l cc r  the  fu l l  measure  o f  l i l re  energy  ar is ing  in  any  s i ru r t ion '

Th. ,.rl person trained in Zen has tasted the power in ritual and can help rransmit

the t.a.hir]gs through ritual forms. In some cas€s, this may mean translating the

forms to meet the needs of the circumstance'
To look ar rhis more closely I will describe a number of traditional Soto Zen cer-

emonies that are aimed at the purposes of penetrating the 
'sfay and supporting the

practice place ar.rd everyday life. My descriptions are based on my experience prac-

,i.ing 
", 

Green Gulch zenCenter north of San Francisco over the Past thirteen years;

.y iit.rpr.t"tions are based on various commentaries written and oral, along with

^y o*r, .,,]d.rstanding. Following this I will look at three adaptations of these rit-

uals in social acrion sertingr, .r.r*d by Buddhist acrivists to generate awareness of

the suffering of others.
The primary purpose of all aspects of Zen training is to penetrate the\Vay' to

realize the true natur€ of things beyond the small views of the separate self. A seri-

ous student commits to *o.king closely with a practice leader or teacher who can

guide the student toward this realization. There is no set curriculum for this process;

Ju.rythirrg depends on rhe student and what is at hand to work with. Ritual forms

orovide ,i. .o,.,,"i,.,., for the learning. During meditation retreats and practice peri-

odr, ,,.rd.nt. meet with teachers in dokusan, or private interviews, to bring up ques-

tions, review their progress, and be challenged by a more well-trained mind. In
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Rinzai Zen rerreats, students may meet as often as three times a day with a teacher
as they work on specific hoans; in Soto Zen it is usually one to three times during the
retreat, depending on the teacher's availabiliry.

Dohusan ritual prepares the student ro meer the teacher with intimacy and respect.
In Rinzai Zen, when the dnkusan bell is sounded during zazen, students ready to
report leave the zendo briskly to form a line outside the teacher's door. In Soto Zen,
a teachert assistant may rap out those on her list for dokusan that period, and only
these students leave. Meeting with the teacher brings up uncerrainry doubt, and
other strong mental states which are all part of the dokusan experience. The teacher
rings in one student at a time, the student bows to his or her cushion, enters the
dokusan room, bows again to the teacheq and takes a seat on the cushion. vhen the
session is over, the student bows again to the teacher and to his or her cushion and
leaves the room, rerurning to the waiting area outside the zendo until the doors are
opened for kinhin. In following the neutral greeting forms, the student shows the
teacher much about his or her state of mind. Aside from these forms, everything else
that happens in the dohusan room is unpredictable, arising spontaneously from the
combination of student, teacher, and circumstances. Zen srories are famous for the
shouting, the hitting, the laughing, the dancing that can arise in dokusan-anything
to bring about insight and awareness. The forms serve ro establish a certain bound-
ary around rhe encounrer which respecrs the depth of intimacy and spontaneiry
between teacher and student.

'I'he mondo ceremony is a larger scale version of the dokusan ritual, involving the
whole communiry of students engaging the teacher. These take place during medi-
tation retreats, as a way to increase the pressure of inquiry and generate Great Doubt
about the matter of life and death. The intensity of the cere mony depends on each
student'.s willingness to face his or her own deepest questions with utmost sincerity.
During a mondo ceremony, students line up on either side of the altar facing each
other, the teacher taking a central seat. Following specific signals and forms, each
student comes forward, bows, and asks the teacher a single succinct question. -fhe

teacher listens with whole body and mind and answers the student equally suc-
cinctly, from the sponraneous heart. Student and teacher bow to each other, and the
student returns to the line. The next one comes forward, and so on around the room
until everyone has had the chance to ask a question. Some are playful, some are
somber, some are intellectual. In effect, each student is framing his or her own koan
and bringing it to the teacher for commenrary and assistance. By sharing this process
in the group, students have a chance to learn from others' questions and behavior.
The pressure to find one's own meaningful question(s) is meant to send studenrs
back to meditation burning with motivation for practice.

The most serious Zen rituals revolve around the taking of practice vows. After a
long period of study with a teacher, a student may ask to receive the precepts and go
through the lay ordination ceremony, Jukai. This is the culmination of all the med-
itation, personal study, and dnkusan sessions, the point of formally entering the life
stream ofthe Buddhas and ancesrors in identiry with all senrient beings (Loori 1996,
38). Each Zen lineage has its own traditional forms, handed down across rhe gener-

b r



BECOMING A REAL PERSON

ations, transmitted from Japan to the'western world. The student Prepares for the

ceremony by sewing a small biblike version of the Buddha's robe, a rahasu' Each

stitch is a point of concenrration, following a repetitive chant, taking refuge in Bud-

dha, becoming one with Buddha. The rahasu is the ritualized costume that will mark

this new stage of commitment. Before the ceremony' the teacher chooses a Zen name

for each stu-dent receiving the precepts, a name which both points to the student's

nature and the larger universe ofthe practice field; this is then brush stroked on the

back of the rahasu-withJapan€se or English calligraphy. The student may sit in med-

itation with other students for a day or a week in preparation, raising the bodhi mind,

facing hindrances and obstacles to making such a commitment'
Ti...r.-ony itself, like most ritual forms, cannot be translated well into printed

words on a page - Students enter, chanting in low voice, the community sits alert and

still, bells ..tt ou, the timing for bowing and chanting; the zendo is charged, ready

to receive this depth of willingness. Teacher and assistant sit at a low table , rakasus

and lineage p"p.i. 
", 

hand, an incense-hobahz burning. Following a short talk, the

students are asked: Now, will you receive the Threefold Refuge? They recite after the

teacher, I take refuge in the Buddha, I take refuge in the Dharma, I take refuge in the

Sangha. Then the i.".h., asks: Now, will you receive the Three Pure Precepts? And

,g.iln, ,tud..r,, chant after the teacher, vowing to follow the basic intention of not

clusing h"rm, of doing good, and serving all beings. Last, they receive the Ten Crave

o, Cle"r Mind Precepts, vowing in public to follow the guidelines for behavior that

support the practice of the 
'sray-Not Killing, Not Stealing, Not Misusing Sexualiry

Nii f/ng, Not Giving or Thking Drugs, Not Discussing the Faults of Others, Not
praising s.lf *hll. Blaming others, Not Hoarding, Not Harboring Anger, and Not

Defa-ing the Three Ti'easures. Having committed to follow the Buddha's 'Way, each

student i-.. for*"rd to receive his or her rakasu and new name . Together they

recite the verse of the rahatu to deepen their commitment to the teachings of liber-

ation. The ceremony is complete with chanting of the Heart Sutra, more bows and

bells, and, asin dokusan, the container closes with the last round of bows. The teach-

ings have been transmitted; the student takes a big step toward becoming a real per-

son.
vhat happens in this rite of passage? How does the ceremony itself help the stu-

d.nt to d.,r.lop as a person? could one practice the precepts without going through

the ceremony? Yes, certainly, but the public act of making a commitment in thc con-

tainer of the ritual pushes the student out of the familiar comfort zone and into the

uncomfortable realm of the unknown. Because this experience can be daunting, the

ceremony provides a kind of shelter for the "seedling" Buddha just starting out'

Following ih. pr...p,. is clearly a very challenging if not impossible task; one is

bound tJfail on a daily basis. Those participating in the ceremony understand the

seriousness of the commitment and are there to offer encoufagement and support

for the sincere student embarking on the Path. Thus it is clear from the start that

one practices in the company ofothers, and that through sincere effort the precepts

can help ro protecr oneself and sociery from harm. American Zen teacher Richard

Bak.r d..crit.s the acr of taking the precepts inJukai as turning u5 216lr1d-in thg
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very seat ofbeing. It is an act ofseeing our life, recognizing our existence, and tak-
ing responsibiliry for it. Precepts turn us into more "human" beings and sometimes
into Buddhas. In this sense, taking the precepts is both a step on the path and an act
of real izat ion (Baker 1993, 156-15n.

The second purpose of Zen ritual is to support mindful awareness i' everyday life.
Daily, monthly, and yearly rituals keep communiry life cared for over the course of
the year and help srudenrs maintain a practice orientation in a busy schedule. At
Green Gulch Zen center, for example, the meal chant is recited daily at breakfast as
an abbreviated version of the long sessltin servtce. Staff begin daiiy work assignments
by bowing in at their work altars, and then bowing out at the e'd of the work period.
Morning service and soji, or cleanine, helps keep zendo life ordered and clean. Once
a month there is a Full Moon preceprs and repentance ceremony to help the com-
muniry sray currenr with its practice commitments. once a year the center cele-
brates various important days in the Buddhist calendar, marking the cycling of time
in the endless round. Here I'll describe rwo of these annual ceremonies-Newyear's
and Buddhat Birthday-as they play a role in regenerating the wider communiry
supportir.rg the temple.

New Year's is a very big celebration in Japan, and many of the traditions carry over
in western Zen temples of Japanese lineage. Preparations begin a week or rwo in
advance, making festive decorations and special foods including hand-pounded rice
balls or mochi. In households and temples, a thorough housecleaning takes place
right before New Year's-dusting the ceilings, washing all the dishware, and beat-
ing the tatami mars. All fires are pur out and then relighted on New year's, some-
times ceremonially from the temple fire. The passage from the old to the rew year
is marked by ringing the large bonsho6ell 108 times. At (lreen Gulch this is done as
people are meditating in the zendo, giving a kind of solemn air to the cha.geover.
But ther.r afterwards, there is a big bonGre with hot drir.rks and everyone gathers
around to visit and celebrate. old altar cards marking the deaths of loved ones dur-
ing the previous year are ceremonially burned in the fire, clearing the altars and releas-
ing the dead to travel on. New Year's Day begins with a ceremonial procession around
all the altars to bless them and offer incense for the New Year. This is followed bv fes-
tive eating and a sake toasr for good luck.

New Yeart is one of the most popular ceremonies at Green Gulch. Many people
are glad to find an alternative to the whooping it up that characterizes the commer-
cial holiday. Three to four hundred people crowd into the zendo for mid'ight med-
itatio', aligning themselves with the darkness at the turning of the year. They bring
their home altar cards to burn and find some comfort in their losses by sharing them
with others. At some American temples, students are encouraged to invite a local
priest in to offer a New Yeart blessing by offering incense at the home altars and
chanting throughout the newly clea'ed house. The ceremony serves the communiry
as well as the temple in releasing the suffering of the old year and establishing good
intentions for the new year. It marks the passage of time and provides an anchor point
on the calendar for beginning anew and renewing one's commitmenr ro practice.

Buddhas Birthday on April 8 (or the closest Sunday) is another popular cere-
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BECOMING A REAL PERSON

mony ar Green Gulch and at many Zen temples, much because it is a familv cele-

bradon, welcoming children to participate in the life of the temple. At Green Culch

many elaborate elements have evolved over rhe years, including a full-blown P-ageant,
cosumes and all, telling the story of the Buddhas birth (Johnso n 1994). Before the

entertainment, the abbot and priests form a procession onto the lawn to an outdoor

altar laden with fruit and flowers. They offer incense, food, ar.rd tea on behalf of the

Buddha and all beings, and then invite the children to proceed in with the elephant

rut filled with flowers. There is chanting' of course' and a long dedication listing all

the wildfowers on the hills, and then everyone comes up to bathe the baby Buddha

with sweet rea undef the flower-bedecked pagoda. After the pageanti when all the

props and instrumenrs have been cleared away, people stay for a picnic while the

Green Gulch dragon is flown in the windy skies.
This annual ceremony is more than fun for the kids; it carries the full joy of begin-

nert mind: anyone and everyone is a baby Buddha and deserves celebration and

recognition for their tender wholehearted efforts to live a life of awareness' The fes-

tivities honor the historic Buddha, giving thanks for his enormous contriburion in

bringing the Dharma to people's lives. This cefemony is one of three annual cere-

monies dedicated to the Buddhas life; the others are his enlightenment day on

December 8 and his paraniruan/l day or day of entering Nirvana through death on

February 15. Buddha's Birthday helps create communiry bonds and in theWest con-

tributes to the development of Buddhist culture within a Judeo-Christian sociery'

once the monk Xiushan asked, ".vhat can we do about the world?" Dizang

answered, "til4rat do you call the world?" (Baker 1993, 148). How exactly do rituals

and ceremonies such as these make any difference in the activiry of the world? One

could say it depends on what you mean by world. In one sense the world is what you

carry with you into every interaction-awareness of one's worldviews, of suffering,

of insight, and compassion. Or you could define the world as the reaim of political

and economic activiry much of which is destructive or harmful to human life' How

can Buddhist rituals address this world of suffering? Let's look at three ceremonres

rhat were adapted for just such a purpose, both at the zen temple and also off-site.

Earth Day 1990 brought a furry of action to mark the rwenry-year anniversary

of the original celebration. Organizers drew attention to dramatic losses in sPecies'

forests, riverways, ocean health, atmosphere stability. A call went out for religior.rs to

get involved; at Green Gulch Zen Center we decided to do our Part' \(/e were

Inspired by the religious proresrs of Thai monks over the logging of their village

foresrr; th.y had taken to ordaining trees in the forest as a way to Prorect the com-

muniry land. lvrapping the largesr rrees in the orange cloth of the m^onks, they

recired rhe refuges and precepts and proclaimed the trees ordained, as if they were

priests (Thylor 1993). we wanted ro srand in solidarity with their actions, so we

designed a prec€prs ceremony to ordain the central coast live oak near the z.endo.

thJ"bbot, ih. tr.ra gardener, and I, an acrivisr with the Buddhist Peace Fellowship,

rewofked the basic Jukai ceremony ro more consciously include all beings (Kaza and

Johnson 1990). on the appointed Earth Day in Apri l ,  temple members and visi tors

ioined us after the morning lecture for a full-scale precepts ceremony-held outside

I
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by the tree. W'e did our own version of wrapping the tree, and made our precepr vows
in its company. The fresh wording and the change of place for the ceremony were a
wake-up call to pay artenrion more deeply to the plight of the trees. These ecologi-
cal precepts have since been reprinted in journals and books, perhaps inspiring other
ceremonies like this elsewhere.

Two years later, in 1992, the Buddhist Peace Fellowship held its annual meering
in Vermont on Columbus Day weekend. That year the holiday was marked with
protests and resistance by native peoples and those standing behind them. They
claimed it marked 500 years of colonization with devastating impacts on narive peo-
ples; they did not want their stories of suffering erased in American history books.
Considering the BPF mission to bring a Buddhist perspecrive ro peace and justice
issues, we worked with the local teacher, Sunyana Graef, to design an appropriare
repentance ceremony. Ve followed the Rochester Zen Center repentance ritual (par-
allel to the Full Moon ceremony menrioned earlier), but focused on the specific
aspects of repentance as colonizers and colonized peoples. After sitting quietly in the
zendo to prepare ourselves, we bowed and did walking meditation pasr rhe altar
objects drawing attention ro rhese struggles. Then we chanted three times the verses
of avowal:

All my ancient wvisted karma
From beginning less greed, hate, and delusion
Born through body, speech, and mind
I now fully avow.

$7e passed the incense bowl around the circle and each person spoke ofthe suffering
related to colonization that they had helped ro cause or were part of. The kaleido-
scope of perspectives caprured the full range of turmoil-living in a colonized land
under a colonizing government with friends and family who were descendants of the
European newcomers. The ceremony allowed us to be presenr with the suffering,
not deny or ignore it, while also holding ourselves responsible for the consequences
of our own actions. It was powerful and sobering to see rhe transformed ceremony
speak to the immediate state of the world.

Two more years later, rn 1994, the Buddhist Peace Fellowship again adapted a
traditional ceremony to a new situation, this time at the Nevada Test Site for nuclear
weapons (Senauke 1994). During the weekend retreat, the days were organized
around walking and sitting meditation, with time for an official tour of the test site.
Many religious and nonreligious activists have traveled to this desert site outside Las
Vegas to protest the harmful destruction of life through nuclear weapons and the
usurpation of native lands without a formal treary. This weekend fell on Buddhas
Birthday, so the protesters developed a Buddhas Birthday ceremony for the tesr site.
They built a small altar out of stones and sat in a circle around it. As they came for-
ward to bathe the baby Buddha, they oflered blessings ofpurification ro the scarred
desert and to all beings harmed by nuclear weapons and weapons production. The
ceremony prepared people for the difficult decision that followed, about whether or

t
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not to cross the federal boundary line and be arrested for trespassing. At the last bell,
those who had chosen civil disobedience crossed the line, bowing deeply to those
who stayed back. The power of the ceremony held the proresters in the lineage of Zen
followers, giving them srrength and courage. Through this creative experiment, Bud-
dhisr tradition took yet another form, serving effectively the needs of the immediate
siruation.

\7ho can say how these three rituals affected the activity of the world? \xftrich
world? lfhich activity? Those who participated reported new insights, shifts of per-
spective, courage to speak up and engage the suffering. By changing the language,
the forms, or location, the rituals came alive in a new way. By bringing rcligious tra-
dition to bear on the suffering of the world, new windows opened for action and
reflection. Activists influenced priests, priests influen ced zen communities; hope-
fully the Zen students carried the energy forward to influence the civic worl<i. vith
ceremonies, there are no guaranrees how they will work in the world. The container
is there, the invitation to awareness is there, but the spark of receptiviry varies widely
from student to student and situation to situation.

\X/hen they work,Zen ceremonies are watersheds, hinge moments . . . when it is
clear to us . . we have passed through some gareway and entered a new universe
(Ros 1995/6' 3). The participant and the ritual become one evenr, no separation, no
barriers, all dualistic relationships dropped away. As Shunryu Suzuki said of bowing,
"\vhen you become one with Buddha, as with everything that exists, you find tlre
true meaning of being. 'When 

you forgct all your dualistic ideas, everything becomes
your teacher" (Suzuki 1970). This is the heart of becoming a real person-being
completely willing ro work with the world as it is-messy, imperfect, confused, fui
of sufrering. Bowing to this, the possibilities for transformation are every'where.
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